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Abstraet This paper proves an important equation for the Anderson model. Then, using this 
equation we deal exactly with the Anderson model and obtain the exact analytical expression 
for the ground-stbe energy..This result coincides with the result of the Bethe anmtr. 

1. Introduction 

The Anderson [ 11 model is an important topic in condensed-matter physics. It has been 
dealt with by many approximate methods 12-41, Although Andrei 151 and Wiegmann [6] 
solved the Anderson model exactly within the framework of the Bethe ansatz, they cannot 
give exact analytical expressions for the physical quantities concerned with the model. 

This paper deals with two features. First, we have proved an important equation for the 
Anderson model. Then, using this equation, we exactly solve the Anderson Hamiltonian 
and obtain the exact analytical expression for the ground-state energy of the model. 
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and the equation of ensemble average given by 

in the usual way [7]. 

Anderson model. 

- ( l / z ) I m ~ ~ ~ > ~ ~ ( o + i O ) J  and -(l/r)Im[F~~,u(w+iO)] to the same extent. 

temperature, ( n d - d ~ d ~ )  is continuously decreasing while U increases; thus 

Now we prove that an important equation holds, i.e. that r&(o) = Fdd,.,(w) for the 

Fustly, according to equation (7). the double occupation ( ~ d - ~ n d ~ )  is decided by 

Secondly, according to the physical meaning of the Anderson model, at a certain 

Therefore let 0 < UI c U2 < . . . < UN c CO; at a certain temperature we have 

. *m 

where i .c j = 2 , 3 , .  . . , N. So -(l/r)Im[F&(w + io)] and -(I/H) Im[Fdd,,(w + io)] 
are some peak-lie distributions whose locations are related to U. 

Thirdly, according to equation (7) and the well known formula 

Y P2 7n4 
6 360 

m 

f(w-&,-)A(~) dm A(m) do+-T2A'(&,-)+-T4A"'(~~)+. . . 

we have 
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where A(@) = - ( l / ~ ) I m [ ~ $ ) , ~ ( ~  + io)] and B(o) = -(l/ir)Im[Fdd,,(o +io)]. 
Because U is not related to cl and according to equations (2)<6), neither nor 

Fdd,-(m) is the explicitfunction with respect to 8s; solving equation (86) for arbitrary E ( ,  

and using equation (8u), we obtain A ( o )  = E ( @ ) .  
Finally, using 

p Sm Im[G(o' + io)] 
IT -m 0-0' 

Re[G(w + io)] = - dw' 

~ 

we come to the conclusion that 
~ 

(I) rdd.< (0) = F ~ ~ . ~  (0) 

holds exactly for the Anderson model. 

3. The ground-state energy of the Anderson model 

Using equation (9), we can determine the exact solutions of the Anderson Hamiltonian: 

In order to calculate the ground-state energy, we take the density of the conduction band 
as 

otherwise P ( E k )  = 

and assume that V2d = V z  and D >> I E ~ ] ,  U ,  V .  Thus, according to the above equations, 
the ground-state energy~of the Anderson model can be given as 

-"I U 
E,  E ( H ) ( T  = 0) = Es(U = 0) + 2(& - &s)(nds) + -hio) cot-' 

IT 

(15) 

where E,(U = ~ O )  and A are taken from the work of Yamada [21. In the calculation U is 
limited to a finite quantity. 
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Figure 1. Plots of the ground-mte energies given by Yamada (curve 1) and quation (16) 
(culve 2). 

In the following we take the symmetric Anderson model 121 (i.e. && + U / 2  = q) for 
example. If we introduce the reduced quantity E = C/rr A, the ground-state energy can be 
written as 

Here we compare the ground-state energies given by Yamada [2] and equation (16) for the 
symme@ic Anderson model, which may be obtained from the work of Kawakami and OEji 
[SI (figure 1). According to [8], we have found that the result of this paper does coincide 
with that of the Bethe ansae. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper has some important results. First, the equation proved in this paper has provided 
an important way of solving some statistical models. Then, with the help of this equation, 
we have exactly solved the Anderson model and obtained the exact analytical expression 
of the ground-state energy. In particular, we have obtained this quantity in the symmetric 
Anderson model. 
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